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Based on the parameters from published ab-inito theoretical and experimental studies, and combining Molecular 
Dynamics (MD) and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations, a framework of multi-scale modeling is developed to 
investigate the long-term evolution of displacement damage induced by heavy-ion irradiation in cubic silicon carbide. 
The isochronal annealing after heavy ion irradiation is simulated, and the annealing behaviors of total interstitials are 
found consistent with previous experiments. Two annealing stages below 600K and one stage above 900K are 
identified. The mechanisms for those recovery stages are interpreted by the evolution of defects. The influence of the 
spatial correlation in primary damage on defect recovery has been studied and found insignificant when the damage 
dose is high enough, which sheds light on the applicability of approaches with mean-field approximation to the 
long-term evolution of damage by heavy ions in SiC. 
 




The wide band gap and high thermal conductivity make 
silicon carbide a promising material for microelectronic 
devices applied in harsh environments.
 
1,2 However, ion 
implantation during device fabrication, as well as heavy-ion 
irradiation in space application will inevitably induce 
displacement defects. Such defects can undergo migration, 
recombination and aggregation in the long term, leading to 
degradation in electronic,3-5 and thermal6,7 properties as well 
as dimensional instability.8,9 The long-term evolution of 
displacement damage by heavy ions is therefore fundamental 
in the fabrication and application of SiC devices. 
Thermal annealing is an important process applied to 
reduce the displacement damage in materials and has been 
generally studied by isochronal annealing, where distinct 
recovery stages can be identified. Rutherford backscattering 
spectroscopy (RBS/C) measurements of heavy-ion-irradiated 
SiC during isochronal annealing have identified two 
annealing stages below 600K at low ion fluence and another 
stage at about 650K at high ion fluence.10-12 To interpret those 
annealing stages, theoretical studies have been done on the 
energetics of point defect and point defects reactions. Using 
MD simulations, Fei Gao and Weber et al. have studied the 
recovery of close Frenkel pairs,13 and the migration of 
intrinsic point defects of 3C-SiC,14 and presented an overall 
mapping of defect recovery in SiC. Bockstedte et al. have 
done comprehensive studies on the formation and migration 
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of point defects,15 the recombination of vacancy-interstitial 
pairs and the aggregation of carbon interstitials16 of 3C-SiC 
by ab initio calculations, and proposed a hierarchy of defect 
recovery.16  Zheng et al.17 have recently studied the energy 
barriers of key point defect reactions based on ab initio 
molecular dynamics (AIMD) and correlated those processes 
to the mechanisms of annealing stages. However, the 
energetics of defects and defect reactions, cannot sufficiently 
interpret defect recovery, considering that it is only valid for 
dilute defects without significant clustering17 and multiple 
mechanisms can be active simultaneously. Therefore the 
thermal recovery of radiation damage needs to be modeled 
kinetically.  
The production and evolution of radiation damage involve 
processes with different temporal and spatial scales, which 
need to be simulated with different methods. For neutron and 
heavy ion irradiation, displacement damage is produced in the 
form of displacement cascades. The displacement cascades 
evolve and equilibrate over time on the scale of 10ps, and 
they are confined in a volume of tens of nanometers, which 
has been simulated by molecular dynamics. Compared to the 
spherical compact cascades in metals, displacement cascades 
of SiC are more dispersed and linear,18 due to high thermal 
stability and inefficient energy transfer between the atoms of 
SiC.18 Cascades by high energy recoils in SiC have been 
found to split into multiple sub-cascades, with low density 
cores.19 As reported in the literature,20 there is no significant 
dependence of irradiation temperature on the production of 
vacancies and antisite defects within the timescale of MD 
simulation. For long-term evolution, involving i.e. long-range 
migration of interstitials and vacancies, MD is 
computationally unsuitable. KMC has been extensively 
applied to simulate the long-term evolution of radiation 
damage in metals.21-27 However, KMC simulation for defect 
recovery in SiC is limited. Using kinetic lattice Monte Carlo 
(KLMC) and based on parameters from MD simulation, 
Rong et al. has studied the defect recovery in 3C-SiC, 
extended the annealing time of a MD cascade from 10ps to 
minutes,27 although only a single cascade was annealed. To 
mimic the case of experiments, multiple cascades should be 
included. However, for KMC simulations, the maximum 
simulation volume size is limited to microns and the 
maximum damage dose is typically less than 1dpa.28 With the 
mean-field approximation, the mean filed rate theory (MFRT) 
calculation treats the evolution of radiation damage by 
solving an array of Master Equations describing the 
recombination and clustering of point defects, the growth and 
the shrinkage of defect clusters,28 which is suitable to model 
long-term evolution of radiation damage with damage dose 
and simulation timescales as high as those within the lifetime 
of a nuclear reactor. Using a rate theory model based on the 
parameters of point defects and point defect reactions from 
reported ab-initio studies, Swaminathan et al. have studied 
the amorphization of single crystal29 and nano-grained30 
3C-SiC by electron irradiation, and found that the defect 
migration barriers and the defect recombination barriers are 
important for the amorphization29 and for the roles of grain 
refinement on radiation resistance.30 However, the MFRT 
calculations do not involve the spatial correlation, which can 
be important for displacement cascades induced by heavy 
ions and neutrons, as close I-V pairs and defect clusters can 
be formed directly in the cascades. J. Dalla Torre et al.31 have 
demonstrated that Cluster Dynamics (CD) based on the 
mean-field approximation cannot reproduce the correlated 
recombination in the annealing of electron-irradiated iron. 
Oritz et al.23 have simulated the long-term annealing of 
isolated Frenkel pairs and cascade damage in iron by object 
kinetic Monte Carlo (OKMC) and MFRT. The results 
indicate that compared to annealing of isolated defects, new 
recovery peaks at high temperature appear in the case of 
cascade damage annealing.  
In this study, using the generic kinetic Monte Carlo 
simulator MMonCa,32,33 which has been recently extended to 
simulate binary crystal, and combining the results of 
displacement cascades from MD simulations, and based on 
parameters from published theoretical and experimental 
studies, we have developed a framework of multi-scale 
modeling. The isochronal annealing of heavy-ion-irradiated 
3C-SiC was simulated, and the results were compared to 
those of experiments. Based on the defect evolution during 
the isochronal annealing, the mechanisms of defect annealing 
in SiC were also studied. Finally, we discuss the influence of 
spatial correlation in primary damage on the defect recovery 
in SiC, to evaluate the applicability of methods like MFRT 
with mean-field approximation to the long-term evolution of 
cascade damage by neutrons and heavy ions. 
 
II. Calculation approach 
A. Calculation of damage profile 
In this study, we simulate 1nm-2 550keV Si+ implantation 
into 6H-SiC with incident angle of 30 degree at 160K and the 
subsequent isochronal annealing up to 1170K.10 It should be 
noted that the MD displacement cascades and OKMC 
simulations in this study were performed based on the 
configuration and the defect parameters of 3C-SiC. It has 
been found that the general disordering behavior and the 
recovery stages from near room temperature to 600K in 
3C-SiC are similar to those of 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC.34 
Therefore, it is assumed that the simulation results of 3C-SiC 
can be compared to the experiments on 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC. 
Damage profile by the implantation was calculated by 
SRIM35 with the “Detailed Calculation with full Damage 
Cascade” mode, assuming threshold energies for 
displacement of Si and C atom to be 35eV and 20eV,36 and 
using the NRT calculation approach depicted by Stoller et 
al.,37 with the average threshold displacement energy for SiC 
assumed to be 25eV, 18 respectively. In the present work, we 
chose a dose of 0.023 dpa, close to the peak damage of the 
implantation, as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
FIG. 1. Damage profile by 1nm-2 550keV Si with incident angle 
of 30° 10 calculated by SRIM. 
 
B. Calculation of displacement damage by recoils 
The formation of displacement cascades in 3C-SiC with 
the temporal length on the order of 10ps has been modeled by 
molecular dynamics (MD). In this study, cascades by 10keV 
Si primary knock-on atoms (PKA) were simulated because 
higher energy cascades (up to 50keV) involve the formation 
of subcascades similar in structure to 10keV cascades,19 with 
similar clustering fraction and size distribution of defect 
clusters.18 In addition, OKMC simulations of iron using Fe 
cascades by full MD25 and binary collision approximation 
(BCA)26 simulations with PKA energy from 10keV to 
200keV (MD)25 and from 5keV to 100keV (BCA)26 have 
revealed that the long-term nano-structural evolutions, i.e. the 
size distributions of vacancy and interstitial clusters, are 
almost insensitive to the PKA energy. The results indicate 
that cascades by low energy PKA can be used as building 
blocks for higher energy cascades for long-term evolution. In 
this study, damage by 550keV Si ions in SiC has been 
linearly decomposed into to a number of cascades by 10keV 
Si PKA, as described in Section II(C). 
Displacement cascades by 10keV Si PKA in 3C-SiC were 
simulated by molecular dynamics, using LAMMPS.38 The 
displacement cascades were simulated at 160K, in a 
simulation cell of 50a0×40a0×40a0 (where a0 is the lattice 
parameter for 3C-SiC) with periodic boundary conditions. 
The inter-atomic interactions were described by a hybrid 
Tersoff/ZBL potential.20,39 10keV PKAs were introduced on 
the top-center of the simulation cell in the [4 11 95
_
] direction 
to avoid channeling.20,40 After the slowing-down of PKAs 
within 0.2ps and a 1.8ps short-term annealing, the system was 
equilibrated for 10ps, as described by Farrell et al.20 Defects 
were identified using the Wigner-Seitz cell method, where the 
occupancies of atoms from output geometry in the 
Wigner-Seitz cells of reference lattices, are sorted.20 Lattice 
sites with zero occupancy are identified as vacancies, cells 
with occupancy larger than 1 are recognized as interstitial 
sites, and sites with occupancy equal to 1 but occupied by 
wrong atoms are considered as antisite defects. With the 
above procedures, the average number of vacancies is 
determined to be 120, in agreement with the results of Farrell 
et al (~120).20 With the searching radius for clustering set to 
be the second nearest neighbor (2NN≈3.08Å), the clustering 
fraction for vacancy is calculated to be 44.7%, which is 
higher than that in the case of 100K and 500K in Ref. 20 by 
30%, probably due to a smaller searching radius (2.2 Å) used 
in their work. Defect configurations and distributions 
obtained in the MD displacement cascade simulations were 
used as inputs for the subsequent OKMC simulations. 
 
C. OKMC simulation for long-term defect evolution 
The long term evolution of displacement damage was 
modeled by OKMC41 using the MMonCa code.32,33 In the 
framework of OKMC, each point defect or defect cluster, as 
well as each impurity atom is defined as an object, which can 
migrate or interact with each other, or transform into another 
type.  
Since previous ab-initio studies have shown that the 
as-grown 3C-SiC is generally n-type,42 we considered the 
n-type 3C-SiC in this study. Six types of point defects were 
considered, including vacancies (VC and VSi), interstitials (CI 
and SiI), and antisites (CSi and SiC), where CSi refers to a 
carbon atom situated on a Si lattice site and vice versa for SiC. 
CI and SiI were taken to be the most stable configurations of 
n-doping 3C-SiC, which are Csp <100> (C-C dumbbell in the 
<100> direction) and Sisp<110> (Si-Si dumbbell in the 
<110>direction),15,16,42,43 respectively. 
Formation energies and migration barriers of point defects 
used in this OKMC simulation are summarized in Table I. 
Most of these parameters come from a recent ab-initio 
calculation by D. Shraders et al.,43 while a few parameters are 
adopted from other works44,46 for the following reasons: 
1 Ref. 43 has proposed a lower migration barrier of 
2.7eV for VSi in n-doping 3C-SiC, which corresponds 
to a charge state of -2. However, the experimental 
observed VSi possess a -1 charge state, due to its 
high-spin configuration (S=3/2), and has been 
unambiguously identified the T1 center,47-49 which can 
be detected in n-type and p-type 3C-SiC irradiated by 
electrons and protons.49 Therefore, the migration barrier 
of 3.2eV for VSi1- reported by M.Bockstedte et al.15 was 
adopted.  
2 A lower value of about 0.8 eV43,50 has been reported for 
the migration barrier of SiI. However, based on the 
dependence of interstitial loop denuded zone (DZ) 
width on temperature along grain boundaries in 
3C-SiC,46 the activation energy for migration of Si 
interstitials has been determined to be about 1.5eV. 
Therefore, a close value of 1.48eV reported in Ref. 43 
was used in this study. 
3 For antisite defects, only the migrations by exchange 
processes are considered, with the migration barriers of 
11.6eV and 11.7eV for CSi and SiC, respectively,44,45 
ignoring the vacancy-mediated migration mechanism.51 
Moreover, the Fermi level can be modified by deep donors 
or acceptors levels introduced by defects, and a high dose 
irradiation could transform the n-type material into an 
intrinsic or p-type one. Should this happen, different sets of 
formation energies and migration barriers for each point 
defect should be adopted.15 
 
TABLE I. Formation energies (Ef), migration barriers (Em), and 
pre-exponential factors (D0) for point defects 
Defect type Ef (eV) Em (eV) D0 (10-3 cm2/s) 
VC 4.19a 3.66a 0.743b 
VSi 4.97a 3.20a 0.743b 
CI 6.95a 0.67a 1.230c 
SiI 8.75a 1.48a,d 3.300c 
CSi 4.03a 11.70d,e,f  
SiC 3.56a 11.60e, f  
aRef. 43; bRef. 29; cRef. 14; dRef. 46; eRef.44 ; fRef. 45 
 
In the current OKMC simulations, the following events 
are considered: 
 
1. Migration of point defects 
In this study, point defects except antisites can migrate 
randomly with a specified migration distance λ, while 
interstitial clusters, vacancy clusters and defect complexes 
(i.e Frenkel pairs) are assumed to be immobile. Due to the 
high migration barrier, antisite defects are also assumed to be 
immobile within the studied temperature range. The 
migration rate for mobile defects is defined as: 




ν = −                (1) 
Where νm0 is the attempt frequency, which is given by 
(2dD0/λ2); d is the dimensionality, and is equal to 3 for the 
studied point defects; Em is the migration barrier presented in 
Table I; kB is the Boltzmann’s constant; T is the temperature. 
D0 is the pre-exponential constant of diffusivity, which is also 
shown in Table I. 
 
2. Transformation of Si vacancies 
It has been found that the Si vacancy can transform into a 
VC-CSi complex,15,16 with a barrier of 2.5eV~2.7eV for n-type 
cubic SiC. Using density functional theory (DFT)with the 
GW approximation, Bruneval et al.47 has revealed that the VSi 
appears to be metastable with respect to the VC-CSi complex 
for any Fermi level in the band gap for 3C-SiC, and found 
that a transformation occurs with a lower barrier of 2.32eV 
from VSi－ to (VC-CSi)－ mediated by a charge change from 
VSi－ to VSi+, while a direct transformation from VSi－ to 
(VC-CSi)－ requires a higher barrier of 2.75eV. As a first 
attempt, a barrier of 2.7eV for the VSi transformation, and a 
value of 2.4eV for the reverse transformation from VC-CSi to 
VSi, used in the published ab-initio based rate theory 
calculation,29 were employed in this study. The 
transformation rate is calculated as: 




ν = −                (2) 
where νt0 is as assumed to be the same as that of VSi 
migration, on the order of 1011Hz. A variation from 1011 Hz 
to 1013 Hz does not have significant effects on the results. 
 
3. Reactions between point defects 
Reactions considered in this study include recombination 
reactions and kick-out reactions. Recombination between 
interstitials and vacancies can be either homogeneous or 
heterogeneous, with the former resulting into complete 
recovery and the latter producing an antisite defect. The 
kick-out reactions can partially heal the damage and produce 
a mobile interstitial for further reactions. Interstitials can also 
recombine with VC-CSi complexes, producing an antisite or 
an antisite pair.52  
Depending on the migration barriers of point defects and 
the reaction barriers of their reactions, point defect reactions 
can have different energy landscapes (ELs). The complexities 
of ELs in SiC have been indicated in Ref. 17 and have been 
found to be important for the long term defect evolution.29 
Based on the energies of point defects in Table I and the 
parameters in Table II, point defect reactions are treated by 
the methods described in Ref. 32. 
For the reactions to occur, the reactants have to approach 
each other within a reaction distance (r) to form a defect 
complex. If the reaction barrier of the complex (ERe) is 
smaller than the migration barrier of the fastest reactants (Em), 
we assume a diffusion limited reaction (R1, R2, R4, R6), and 
the reaction occurs immediately. When ERe is higher than Em, 
the reaction can be of either recombination EL or trapping EL. 
For reactions of recombination EL, including R3, R7 and R8 
in Table II, the defect complex can dissociate with a rate νd, 
depending on the binding energy (EB) of the complex and the 
migration barrier of the fastest reactant (Em). In addition, the 
complex can also overcome the reaction barrier (ERe) and 
react with a rate νR: 
              0






= −             (3) 




ν = −               (4) 
Where νd0 and νr0 are the attempt frequencies of 
dissociation and recombination, and are approximated as that 
of migration (νm0) for the fastest reactant. The energy 
landscape of the kick-out reaction R5 has been found to be a 
trapping profile.17 The defect complex can recombine with a 
rate νR calculated by Equation (4), while its dissociation rate 
is calculated as: 





ν = −               (5) 
Here ETr is the trapping barrier for the defect complex.  
 
4. Recombination of antisite pair defects 
The nearest-neighbor antisite pair defects, denoted as 
SiC-CSi, can be detected in 3C-SiC after electron and proton 
irradiation.53 MD simulations have revealed that antisite pairs 
can be introduced by displacement cascades.54 As mentioned 
above, recombination between SiI and VC-SiC complexes can 
also result in antisite pairs.52 Besides these two origins, some 
mechanisms for the defect formation have been proposed, 
including a kick-out mechanism by carbon and silicon 
interstitials;55 a mechanism involving vacancy migration and 
vacancy-assisted motion of antisites;51 and a low energy 
mechanism by Si atoms not completely removed from its 
lattice site.53 However, for simplicity, only antisite pair 
defects introduced directly by MD displacement cascades and 
by recombination of SiI and VC-SiC are considered in this 
study. The antisite pair defects have been found thermally 
unstable and can recombine with a barrier of 0.65~3.2eV.56-58 
In this study, the rate for the recovery of antisite pair defects 
is estimated by ν0exp(-3.2eV/kBT) ,58 with ν0 a value of 
 
Table II Binding energies (EB)/trapping barriers (ETr), reaction barrier (ERe) and reaction distances (r) for point defect reactions 
Reaction EB or ETr (eV) ERe(eV) r (Å) 
R1: CI+VC↔CI-VC→CC 1.69a 0.43a 3.08a 
R2: SiI+VSi↔SiI-VSi→SiSi 0.13a 0.17a 5.34a 
R3: CI+VSi↔CI-VSi→CSi 2.96b 1.25b 3.30b 
R4: SiI+VC↔SiI-VC→SiC 0.50b 1.11b 3.70b 
R5: CI+SiC↔CI-SiC→CC+SiI 1.67a 1.34a 4.36a 
R6: SiI+CSi↔SiI-CSi→SiSi+CI -0.33a 0.64a 4.36a 
R7: CI+VC-CSi↔CI-VC-CSi→CC+CSi 1.39b 0.8b 4.70b 
R8: SiI+VC-CSi↔SiI-VC-CSi→SiC-CSi 0.73b 3.12b 4.40b 




5. Clustering between point defects and the growth and the 
shrinkage of defect clusters 
In this study, a defect cluster is defined as a group of 
vacancies (interstitials) situated within the 2NN distance.27 
According to previous DFT studies17,43 and a recent DFT 
calculation with a hybrid functional,59 the stable charge states 
for point defects are neutral except for the negatively charged 
VSi, for n-type doping 3C-SiC. To account for VSi, in our 
model, we assume that VSi will not cluster with each other 
during OKMC simulation due to the short-range electrostatic 
repulsion. This assumption should be reasonable because the 
binding energy for di-VSi cluster is relatively low 
(0.1~0.21eV).60 
Previous ab-initio studies on aggregation of CI have 
demonstrated that CI can be trapped by CSi and form stable 
carbon clusters with the configuration of di-carbon 
antisite.61-63 Though there has been no evidence showing that 
SiI can be captured by antisites or CI can aggregate at SiC, we 
assume that interstitials can form defect clusters with antisite 
defects with a capture distance of 2NN. The resulting clusters 
are also referred as interstitial clusters in this study. The 
shape of vacancy clusters is considered to be irregular, 
depending on the positions of their constituent vacancies.32 
Considering that the ground state (GS) configurations of 
clusters with up to 6 carbon atoms are mostly parallel to the 
{111} plane,63 we model them as disc-shaped planar defects 
parallel to the plane. 
Since antisite defects are almost immobile below 1200K, 
with migration barriers above 10eV, defect clusters are 
limited to react with interstitials and vacancies only. The 
interstitial (vacancy) clusters will grow by absorbing new 
coming interstitials (vacancies), and shrink by vacancies 
(interstitials) recombination. Such growth and shrinkage are 
assumed to occur instantaneously within a capture radius of 
2NN.  
Regarding the dissociation of interstitial clusters, we 
assume that the interstitial clusters are thermally stable and 
will not emit point defects below 1200K. This assumption 
could be safe for carbon clusters with size smaller than 4,62-64 
and Si-C clusters65 due to the reported high dissociation 
barriers (higher than 4.0eV). For Si clusters, Hornos et al.65 
have reported a binding energy of 3.16eV (with a dissociation 
barrier higher than 4.5eV) for di-Si interstitial clusters, which 
seems stable for this study. However, Liao et al.66 have 
recently reported a lower binding energy of 1.98eV for the 
di-Si clusters. In addition, a recent ab-inito study by H. Jiang 
et al.64 has shown that the dissociation barrier for carbon 
clusters exhibits a tendency to decrease with the increase of 
cluster size. Their results could imply that interstitial clusters 
can become unstable and emit interstitials as its size gets 
large enough. The impact of this assumption on defect 
annealing will be discussed in Section III(A).  
Although we have assumed that VSi cannot aggregate into 
VSi clusters during OKMC simulations, the (VSi)n clusters can 
be pre-implanted directly by MD cascades. Indicated by the 
low binding energy of di-VSi clusters and the negative charge 
state of VSi, the binding between VSi in the clusters should be 
weak. As a result, the (Vsi)n clusters are assumed to be 
unstable and can dissociate with a binding energy of 0eV. 
The binding energies of di-VC clusters,16,60 and clusters 
formed by carbon and silicon vacancies (nVC-VSi and 
VC-nVSi)60,67 have been calculated to be about 1eV, and 
higher than 2eV, respectively. Adding the migration barrier 
of carbon or silicon vacancies leads to high dissociation 
barriers (>4.5eV). Though it has been reported that the 
binding energies of vacancy clusters decrease as the cluster 
size increases,60 the (VC)n and the nVC-mVSi clusters are 
assumed to be stable and not to emit vacancies as a first 
attempt. 
 
6. Setup for OKMC simulations 
In the present OKMC calculations, a simulation volume 
of 143.5nm × 143.5nm × 143.5 nm  (329a0 × 329a0 × 
329a0) has been used, with periodic boundaries applied in all 
directions. Cascades debris from MD simulation and 
uncorrelated isolated point defects were introduced randomly 
in the simulation box at 160K, where the dynamical 
annealing is insignificant and the dose-rate effects can be 
ignored.68 For the case of cascade damage annealing, the 
total damage is considered linearly decomposed into a 
number of 10keV MD cascades, with the number of 10keV 






= . Here, Edam is the 
damage energy corresponding to the dose, calculated by 
SRIM with the procedures depicted in Section II(A). 
Regarding the case of annealing the randomly distributed 
point defects, N.Swaminathan et al.30 have calculated the 
number of point defect by electron irradiation using 
i nN ηα= Γ (per atom), where Γ is the dose (dpa); η is the 
cascade efficiency and is taken as 0.8;30 αn are the fractions 
of defect of type i, determined in MD simulation of low 
energy cascades69 as: αVc =0.330; αIc =0.380; αVsi =0.084; αSiI 
=0.035; αCsi =0.063; αSic =0.110. In their definition, the 
“displacement” of “dpa” (displacement per atom) was 
referred as all the defects including interstitials, vacancies 
and antisites. However, for dpas calculated by the NRT 
approach, the “displacement” should represent the number of 
events where an atom is displaced from its lattice site and an 
interstitial-vacancy pair (Frenkel pair) is created. For better 
consistency with the dose of ion irradiations estimated by 












, with αi, Γ and η the same as those of 
N.Swaminathan et al.30 
 
II. Calculation approach 
A. Comparison between simulations and experiments 
Based on the model and the parameters shown in Section 
II, the experiment of 1nm-2 550keV Si+ implantation was 
reproduced by OKMC simulations. MD cascades of 10keV Si 
PKAs were introduced randomly into the volume with a dose 
rate of 2.3×10 -4dpa/s up to a dose of 0.023dpa at 160K. 
Subsequently, the whole system was annealed isochronally 
from 160K to 1170K, with each annealing step lasting 1200 s. 
RBS/C is a useful technique to determine the lattice 
disorder on the Si sub-lattice in SiC.10,34 A previous study on 
disorder accumulation and recovery in 3C-SiC34 has revealed 
that disorder on Si and C sub-lattices have similar recovery 
behavior along multiple directions, which indicates that the 
total disorder on both sub-lattices should follow a similar 
trend as that on the Si sub-lattice. The disorder measured by 
the ion channeling techniques consists of contributions from 
amorphous materials, interstitials and small interstitial 
clusters.70 Therefore, the annealing behavior of total 
interstitials, including clustered or isolated ones, can be 
compared to the disorder on the Si sub-lattice observed by 
RBS/C. To compare the annealing behavior, the relative 
fraction of annealing was introduced as: 
            min
min max
( ( ) ( ))( )
( ( ) ( ))
N T N TR T




            (6) 
Where N(Tmin) and N(Tmax) are the number of defects at 
the minimum and maximum studied temperature and N(T) is 
the value at a specific temperature T. The relative fraction of 
annealing defines the accumulative fraction of annealing from 
Tmin to T relative to the total annealing from Tmin to Tmax, and 
reflects the annealing behavior within the studied temperature 
range.  
The relative fraction of annealing for the RBS disorder, 
derived from the literature10 and that of total interstitials from 
OKMC simulation were calculated with Equation (6). The 
results are shown in Fig. 2. 
 
FIG.2. Relative fraction of annealing for disorder observed by 
RBS/C from Ref.10 vs total interstitial in this study 
 
As shown in the Fig. 2, the annealing behavior of total 
interstitials in our simulation is in agreement with that 
observed by RBS/C, which validates the current 
parameterization. Some small discrepancies can be observed 
at 670K~870K. Within the temperature regime, almost no 
annealing occurs in the simulation, while 5% of the total 
annealing is observed by RBS/C experimentally. In the 
previous experiments on isochronal annealing of 
Al-implanted SiC, recovery between 600K~800K has been 
observed.12 Such annealing stage is absent at low ion 
fluencies, which are close to the fluence in this study, and 
only becomes considerable at intermediate and high fluencies. 
As indicated in this study, the mobility of vacancies is limited 
and all the interstitials are contained in the interstitial clusters 
(in Section III(B)) within the temperature range. Such 
annealing stage is most probably attributed to the dissociation 
of interstitial clusters. When the ion fluence is high enough, 
large interstitial clusters can be produced. As the dissociation 
barriers of interstitial clusters decrease with the increase of 
cluster sizes, the large clusters can dissociate and emit 
interstitials at high temperature, enhancing the total 
interstitials. Therefore, the discrepancies in the annealing of 
RBS disorder and total interstitials originate from the 
assumption that the dissociation of interstitial clusters is 
ignored in this study. It can be concluded that our current 
model is suitable for simulating recovery of damage by 
low-fluence ion irradiation. However, for high doses at high 
temperatures, dissociation of large interstitial clusters should 
be considered in future studies. 
 
B. Recovery during isochronal annealing 
To further investigate the mechanism of damage recovery, 
using the same implantation setup as in Section III(A), a 
continuous isochronal annealing was carried out from 160K 
to 1100K with temperature intervals of 5 to 20K and 
isochronal steps of Δt=300s. The evolution of the number 
density of total defects as well as the clustering as a function 
of temperature is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 
      
FIG. 3. (a) Number density of total 
defects and defect clusters; (b) 
fraction of clustered point defects and 
the mean size of defect clusters as a 
function of temperature during the 
isochronal annealing. 
As presented in Fig. 3(a), it can be found that only 36.8% 
of the total defects are annealed at 1100K. The result is 
similar to the incomplete annealing of cascade damage in 
3C-SiC observed in the previous kinetic lattice Monte Carlo 
(KLMC) modeling,27 where more than half of the original 
defects still remain after annealing at 1100K. Resistivity 
measurements of neutron-irradiated 3C-SiC have shown that 
90% of irradiation defects can be removed by annealing at 
350°C for 5 min.71 However, it is not straightforward to 
quantify the annealing of total defects by the recovery of 
resistivity, because the contributions by different defects to 
the free-carrier removal are unclear. The incomplete 
annealing has also been demonstrated by experiments 
showing that thermally stable defects, like DI and DII PL 
centers, can be formed during the irradiation of energetic 
particles and can persist up to 2000K.72,73 The inefficient 
annealing observed in this study is due to the significant 
clustering of interstitials as indicated in Fig. 3(b). The 
clustering fraction of interstitial reaches 77% at 260K, and 
above 540K all remaining interstitials are confined in 
interstitial clusters. The interstitials clustered into immobile 
defects cannot be involved in recombination unless the 
vacancies can migrate, which requires high temperature. The 
number density of interstitials as well as the fraction of 
clustered interstitials increases at 200K~245K and 
450K~510K, which corresponds to the migration of CI and 
SiI, In addition, small decreases in the number density and 
the size of interstitial clusters occur due to recombination 
between migrating vacancies and the clusters at high 
temperature. Fig.3(b) shows an average size of n=3.1 for 
interstitial clusters at the beginning of annealing. The 
subsequent decrease of cluster sizes at low temperature is 
attributed to the fast production of di-interstitial clusters at 
this temperature regime. The variation in the fraction of 
clustered vacancies is less than that of interstitials, owing to 
a much lower mobility of vacancies. The increase in the 
clustering fraction of vacancies at about 400K arises from 
the recombination between un-clustered vacancies and other 
point defects, while the increase above 900K is caused by 
the migration of vacancies. The mean size of vacancy 
clusters remains almost unchanged during the annealing. 
Regarding the number density of vacancy clusters, the 
decrease at low temperature results from the recombination 
between migrating interstitials and the vacancy clusters. The 
number density re-grows as vacancies begin to migrate at 
high temperature.  
From Fig. 3(a), it can be found that there are several 
recovery stages during isochronal annealing. The differential 
isochronal recovery spectrum derived from Fig. 3(a) and the 
evolutions of different defects are combined in Fig. 4 to 
interpret the mechanism of those annealing stages. 
Three main annealing stages can be identified in Fig. 4(a): 
(I) 200~250K; (II) 400~520K; (III) >900K. Stage I and 
Stage II in our model agree with the two annealing stages 
below 600K identified in the experiment:11 (I) 150~300K; (II) 
450~550K. The stage observed between 570K and 720K in 
Ref. 11, which exists under high fluence irradiation, is absent 
in the study. As indicated in the previous Sec. III A, 
annealing between 600~800K is attributed to the dissociation 
of large interstitial cluster. However, such process is 
insignificant under the studied damage dose, as is shown in 
Fig. 2 that annealing in this stage accounts for only 5% of 
the total recovery, and was absent in this current study. It is 
expected that a less prominent recovery peak could appear at 
600~800K if the dissociation of interstitial cluster was 
considered.  
Fig. 4(b) shows the concentration of different defects as a 
function of annealing temperature. Combined with Fig. 4(a) 
and (b), mechanisms responsible for each annealing stage are 
presented as follow: 
1 Stage I corresponds to the recombination of CI with VC 
and vacancy clusters (VClusters) due to the migration 
of CI. The increase of VSi in this stage is caused by the 
VSi remaining in the recombination of CI with VSi-nVC 
 
 
      
FIG. 3. (a) Number density of total defects 
and defect clusters; (b) Fraction of 
clustered point defects and the mean size 
of defect clusters as a function of 
temperature during the isochronal 
annealing. 
 
FIG. 4. (a) Differential isochronal 
recovery spectrum,where n denotes 
the total defect at temperature T, and 
n0 represents the total defect at the 
beginning of annealing. (b) 
Evolution of different types of 
defects during isochronal annealing. 
The dash lines indicate the position 
of the recovery stages. 
 
clusters. As opposed to the annealing of iron, where the 
first recovery stage can be divided into two sub-stages 
(a more prominent ID for close-pair and correlated 
recombination and a less prominent IE for uncorrelated 
recombination),22,24 there is only one peak for Stage I of 
SiC. As the recombination barrier of CI and VC is lower 
than the migration barrier of CI, close-pair CI-VC can 
recombine before the migration of CI. Though not 
shown here, the close-pair recombination does exist, 
yet such recombination is negligible. The difference 
between the damage recovery in metals and SiC can be 
due to the more dispersed structure of SiC cascades.18,19 
2 Stage II includes two recovery peaks. Stage IIA starts at 
400K, and is caused by the heterogeneous 
recombination between CI and VSi, and the kick-out 
reaction between CI and SiC leading to the increase of 
CSi and SiI below 450K. Stage IIB dominates above 
460K, when the migration of SiI becomes significant. 
At stage IIB, the annealing is attributed to the 
recombination of VSi and VClusters with SiI, the 
heterogeneous recombination between SiI and VC 
which leads to a slight re-growth of SiC, and the 
kick-out reaction between SiI and CSi.. 
3 Stage III is much less prominent compared to the 
previous two stages. Fig. 4(b) shows that this recovery 
stage corresponds to the annihilation of VSi at 
interstitial clusters (IClusters), due to the migration of 
VSi, and the recovery of antisite pair defects. The 
decrease at higher temperature seen in the inset of Fig. 
4(a) arises from the annealing-out of the antisite pairs. 
 
C. Influence of spatial correlation in primary damage 
To study the influence of spatial correlation of primary 
damage structure, randomly distributed isolated point defects 
and MD cascades were implanted with the same conditions 
(dose, dose rate, temperature). The cascade damage has the 
typical morphology of damage by ion implantation and 
neutron irradiation, where defect clusters are directly 
introduced into the cascades, and some of the defects are 
spatially correlated. In the case of randomly distributed 
isolated point defects, the spatial correlation between defects 
is removed, which mimics the case of mean field rate theory 
(MFRT) calculations. In fact, it has been shown that when 
defects are uniformly distributed, KMC and MFRT models 
are in reasonable agreement.74 In this section, defects in the 
form of cascades and isolated defects were annealed 
isochronally with the temperature and time steps adopted in 
Section III(B). 
Fig. 5 gives the evolution of number density of total 
defects and defect clusters, as well as the defect cluster size, 
as a function of annealing temperature, both with a dose of 
0.023dpa. 
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the initial concentration of total 
defects of the displacement cascades is lower by 13.4% than 
that of the isolated point defects, probably due to higher 
intra-cascade recombination of cascade damage during 
implantation. Compared to the case of cascade damage, the 
fraction of annealing is about 7% higher in the case of 
uniform isolated defects, because the fraction of clustered 
interstitial is lower at low temperature shown in Fig. 5(b), 
leaving more mobile interstitials for recombination. The 
difference in the annealing behaviors of cascade damage and 
isolated point defects of SiC is much less significant than that 
of Fe,23 where most of the defects have been annealed by 
500K for isolated defects, but the annealing of cascade 
damage was insignificant up to that temperature. The less 
significant difference in SiC compared to iron can be 
attributed to the fact that SiC cascades possess dispersed 
structures with low density multiple branches,18,19 while the 
Fe cascades have compact spherical structures with 
vacancy-rich cores surrounded by interstitial-rich regions,18, 75 
much more different from uniformly distributed point defects. 
The number density of defect clusters, as well as the fraction 
of clustered defects for the cases of cascade and random 
damage is compared in Fig.5(b). The number density of 
interstitial clusters of random damage grows from zero, and 
surpasses that of cascade damage above 250K. However, 
revealed by Fig. 5(c), the average size of interstitial clusters 
of random damage remains smaller than that of cascade 
 
 
      
FIG. 5.(a) Number density of total 
defect and fraction of residual defects; 
(b) Number density of interstitial 
clusters (ICluster) and vacancy clusters 
(VCluster) and fraction of clustered 
point defects; (c) Mean size of 
interstitial clusters and vacancy clusters, 
during the isochronal annealing of 
cascade damage and uniformly 
distributed isolated point defects. 
 
damage during the annealing. The clustering of vacancies is 
much less significant in the case of random damage, where 
vacancy clusters can only be detected at high temperature and 
the average size of vacancy clusters is smaller, compared to 
the case of cascade damage. 
As mentioned in the previous Sec. III B, three recovery 
stages are identified within the studied temperature regime. 
To study the effects of spatial correlation in primary damage 
on each recovery stage, differential isochronal recovery 
spectra of cascade damage and isolated point defects are 
compared. In addition, since the damage dose can influence 
the mean I-V distance and the distance between displacement 
cascades, the effects of dose should be considered when 
studying the effects of spatial correlation. Therefore, the 
results of cascade damage and isolated point defects with 
doses from 2.3×10 -4dpa to 2.3×10 -2dpa are presented in 
Fig. 6. 
For the annealing of cascade damage, the increase in dose 
only leads to variations in the width and height of recovery 
peaks, without shifting the position of peaks with temperature, 
which is similar to Fe cascades.23 The lower end of 
temperature at Stage I corresponds to the onset of CI 
migration, which only depends on the migration barriers and 
does not change with dose. However, the width of the 
recovery peak shrinks with increase in dose. At the lowest 
dose, when cascades are well separated, inter-cascade 
recombination can occur when interstitials migrate and 
recombine with vacancies in other cascades, leading to a 
shoulder at about 300K. As the dose increases, the separation 
between cascades becomes smaller, reducing the migration 
distance for the inter-cascade recombination and making the 
shoulder smaller. However, the in-cascade recombination is 
unaffected and the width of the main peak remains 
unchanged. At the highest dose, cascade overlap begins and 
the in-cascade recombination occurs with shorter mean I-V 
distances, leading to the narrowing of the recovery peak. 
Similar mechanisms for peak narrowing can be applied to 
Stage IIB and Stage III which require migration of point 
defects. However, the peak narrowing is to some extent 
insignificant for Stage III, as reactions of antisite pair defects, 
whose occurrence does not depend on defect migration, 
contribute to defect recovery in this stage. Stage IIA is not 
influenced by the dose, as it is caused by the reaction of 
defect complexes formed at Stage I or from the initial MD 
cascades.  
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the annealing of isolated point 
defects is much affected by the dose, which is similar to the 
modeling of electron irradiation in Fe where only isolated 
point defects are introduced.22 As the dose increases, recovery 
peaks except that of Stage IIA shifts to lower temperatures, 
due to the shorter mean migration distance needed by point 
defects to recombine, while the position of the recovery peak 
IIA does not change as in the annealing of cascade damage.  
To compare the recovery stages of cascade damage and 
isolated point defects, the annealing of 0.023dpa cascade 
damage is also reproduced in the Fig. 6(b). The peak 
corresponding to the recovery of antisite pairs does not exist 
in Stage III due to the absence of the defects. However, it is 
interesting to find that at the highest dose, the recovery stages 
of cascade damage resemble those of isolated point defects, 
possibly because the mean I-V distance in the case of isolated 
defect with the highest dose is close to that within 
displacement cascades. The results indicate that the spatial 
correlation of primary damage structure can be unimportant 
for the annealing behavior of radiation damage in SiC, when 
the dose is high. 
However, in this study, the dissociation of interstitial 
clusters was ignored, which is expected to play a role for high 
dose damage at high temperature. As shown in Fig.5(c), the 
mean size of defect clusters in the case of cascade damage is 
larger than that of random isolated point defects. Considering 
that the decreasing tendency of dissociation barriers with the 
increase of cluster sizes indicated by H. Jiang et al.,64 the 
larger clusters in cascade damage are more inclined to 
dissociate, as it is the case of Fe where additional recovery 
peaks related to the dissociation of large clusters can be found 
in the annealing of cascade damage.23 In addition, the number 
density of vacancy cluster is much lower, and the annealing 
of antisite pair defects is absent in the case of isolated point 
defects. Such effects can be mitigated by introducing defect 




      
FIG. 6. Differential isochronal recovery 
spectra of: (a) cascade damage; (b) 
isolated point defects, where the dash 
lines denote the position of the recovery 
stages, and the dash arrows indicate the 
shifting of the stages. 
 
FIG. 6. Differential isochronal 
recovery spectra of (a) cascade 
damage; (b) isolated point defects, 
where the dashed lines denote the 
position of the recovery stages and 
the dashed arrows indicates the 
shifting of the stages. 
 
IV. Conclusions 
Based on a framework of multi-scale modeling, we have 
studied the long-term evolution of displacement damage 
induced by heavy ion irradiation in SiC. The experiment on 
isochronal annealing of heavy ion irradiated SiC has been 
simulated and the results on the annealing behaviors of total 
interstitials show good agreement with previous experimental 
results. The clustering of interstitials is significant, which 
hinders the complete recovery of defects. Studies on the 
mechanisms of defect recovery reveal two annealing stages 
below 600K, in agreement with reported experiments. The 
first stage occurs near the room temperature and originates 
from the recombination of CI with VC and vacancy clusters, 
due to the migration of CI. Opposed to the case of iron, 
close-pair recombination is found to be negligible in this 
stage, possibly due to the dispersed nature of SiC cascades. 
The second stage is related to a number of processes, and can 
be divided into two sub-stages. The first sub-stage results 
from the heterogeneous recombination between CI and VSi, 
and the kick-out reaction between CI and SiC. In the second 
sub-stage, the SiI is mobile, which leads to the homogeneous 
and heterogeneous recombination of SiI with VSi and VC, and 
the kick-out reaction between SiI and CSi. An extra annealing 
stage is identified at temperature higher than 900K, which 
results from the annihilation of VSi at interstitial cluster, due 
to the migration of VSi, and the recovery of antisite pair 
defects. The fraction of annealing is about 7% higher when 
implanted defects are uniformly isolated, compared to the 
case of cascade damage. At the highest dose of this study, the 
annealing behavior of isolated point defects and cascade 
damage is found to be similar, which indicates that the 
influence of spatial correlation in primary damage is 
insignificant for SiC, when the damage dose is high enough. 
Combining such weak influence of spatial correlation and the 
insignificant close-pair recombination in the first recovery 
stage, and under the condition that the in-cascade clustering is 
considered, it is suggested that approaches like MFRT with 
mean-field approximation can simulate the long-term 
evolution of high dose cascade damage in SiC. 
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